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Lightspeed Aviation, a leading maker of aviation headsets, is once again launching a promotion 

that plays off a story familiar to just about every pilot: the $100 hamburger. This year, however, 

they've added a side: a Markham leather flight bag from their new Adventure Flight Bag 

Collection. 

Any eligible participant that registers a new Lightspeed Zulu PFX, Zulu.2 or Sierra ANR headset at 

LightspeedAviation.com during the promotion will be automatically entered into a weekly 

drawing for a $500 getaway package that includes gift cards for av gas, rental car, dining, and 

lodging, plus a Markham leather flight bag from the new Lightspeed Adventure Flight Bag 

collection. New headsets purchased at any authorized Lightspeed dealer can be registered to 

generate an entry. 

"We took the $500 Burger Getaway that was so successful last year and added one of our 

extremely popular leather flight bags to the package," said Teresa De Mers, Executive Vice 

President of Sales, Marketing and Customer Support for Lightspeed. "The $500 Burger Deluxe 

Getaway is designed to encourage pilots to engage in the adventure and freedom we enjoy as 

pilots, while building excitement around our products." 

There will be seven weekly drawings during the promotion, which runs January 9 through 

February 26, 2015, which means Lightspeed will be handing out a total of seven getaway 

packages. Any U.S. resident 18 years of age or older is eligible to enter. 

For more information, including the Official Rules, visit LightspeedAviation.com/BurgerDeluxe. 

About Lightspeed Aviation

Lightspeed Aviation is a leading manufacturer of premium aviation headsets. Since introducing 

its first product at EAA AirVenture in 1996, Lightspeed has established a reputation for leading 

innovation in aviation headsets with a number of "first to market" advances, including Bluetooth®

integration, Auto Shutoff™, the FlightLink app, and-—with their new Zulu PFX—Streaming Quiet™ 

noise cancellation. This has earned Lightspeed a loyal customer following among professional, 

commercial, and private pilots, and catapulted the company to the #1 ranking in the 

Professional Pilot headset preference survey two of the past three years. 

Lightspeed also creates shared values with both employees and customers by generously 

participating in corporate charity matching programs and through its funding of the Lightspeed

Aviation Foundation, which supports growth, awareness, and compassion-related causes with 

an aviation focus.
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